UNIVERSITY OF VETERINARY AND ANIMAL SCIENCES, LAHORE
(Registrar's Office)

No. Regr/SR/ 217

Dated: 16-2-2016

NOTIFICATION

On the recommendations of the Senior Tutor (City Campus), the Vice Chancellor has been pleased to approve the fine to students and tutors who remains absent to conduct the tutorial classes or without arranging alternative adjusts their classes during tutorial time (Thursday 11:20AM to 12:10PM) as under w.e.f. 01-03-2016.

- Fine for students Rs.500 (Five Hundred Rupee only), if they are absent or roaming in University premises during tutorial time.

- Fine for Tutors Rs.1000/- (one thousand Rupee only), if they are absent and do not arrange alternative teacher or if any teacher has adjusted his / her class tutorial time.
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